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its aim is to make the war against the enclave more interesting. previously, they were invincible, taking no damage when they attacked you. since
this mod makes them weaker, there is a higher chance they will die from sustained attacks. in turn, this means you need to reload more frequently.
the cultist bunker was added to the game's 5th dlc. it is made for player completionists. it has a standard location with a vault, but it is large and has
a dedicated end and beginning. it has lights, stimpacks, terminals, an armory, a restroom with a shower and an office. the cultist training center was
added to the game's 5th dlc. it is made for player completionists. it has a standard location with a vault, but it is large and has a dedicated end and

beginning. it has lights, stimpacks, terminals, an armory, a restroom with a shower and an office. the cultist base was added to the game's 5th dlc. it
is made for player completionists. it has a standard location with a vault, but it is large and has a dedicated end and beginning. it has lights,

stimpacks, terminals, an armory, a restroom with a shower and an office. this is how my bunker looks like, i tried to keep everything all in one
location so i only need to build it once. i chose this particular location because it's small enough for me to build and big enough for me to keep cool

(it's 3 storeys tall and 4 rooms wide so it's plenty big for me). some of the other locations i've been building are far too big for me to build in one
visit, and far too small to be useful. i may do a very high building later on, but i haven't decided on the size yet.  my version of the enclave bunker is

huge compared to the average of the other mod, which is nice and easy to see as you walk around the game world. be warned though, this is the
big bunker mod, which means it will take a lot of work to achieve and is a lot of work to build. the average amount of time it will take to complete is

6 hours.
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the next time you launch the game, you'll see the contents of the mod on the pip-boy. if you launch the game, go the pip-boy screen, and then
select the "enclave bunker" tab. when you finish your adventures in the enclave bunker, you'll be sent back to the main menu. you can then select
to have the mod carry over to the next game you play. you can also remove it at any time by going to the pip-boy screen and deselecting "enclave
bunker". for the general atmosphere and for the radio recordings, i thank: alex the cooking guy, creator of fallout: new vegas and of the similar add-
on pre-cataclysmic fallout: new vegas lukulex, creator of the relics asset pack for fallout: new vegas, especially the radio recordings the fallout new
vegas add-ons this mod adds a bunker to the enclave settlement located on vault 87. there are two levels. at first, there is a lootable storage and a
reactor, along with ammunition and a very basic bed. in the lower level there is a transport module, which is useful for transporting items between
base and stronghold but is not as good as the storage due to being more expensive and more expensive to transport items on long distances. there
is also a bed, a barricade, a constructable blindsight, and a corruptable light suit in this bunker. the mod is fully compatible with fallout 4. with the

required dlc, you can visit and loot the storage and reactor/fusion furnace with an unlimited number of times and with an unlimited number of
pickpockets. fallout 4 enclave bunker mod v1.0 by @lukulex is licensed under the creative commons attribution-noncommercial 4.0 international

license. permissions beyond the scope of this license may be available from the respective authors. 5ec8ef588b
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